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HAT'S BRUIN 
Monday, April 16, 2001 ---For Immediate Release 
Contact: Blair Cash, SID (E-mail) bcash@georgefox.edu 
(0) 503-554-2127 (FAX) 503-554-3830 (H) 503-554-8067 
Sports Website: www.georgefox.edu/athletics 
GEORGE FOX MEN'S TENNIS 
Sports News 
Overall: 1-11 (Home 0-5, Road 1-6, Neutral 0-0) I NWC: 1-9 (Home 0-4, Road 1-5) 
HIGHLIGHTS: 
Bruins Drop Regular Season Finale to Pacific 
George Fox to Play Pacific Apr. 18 in NWC Tournament Play-in Round 
Northwest Conference Tournament Set for Apr. 20-21 in Yakima, Wash. 
THIS WEEK: 
Wed., Apr. 18- Pacific University (NWC Tournament play-in), time and place TBA 
Fri.-Sat., Apr. 20-21 -Northwest Conference Tournament at Yakima Tennis Club, Yakima, Wash . 
LAST WEEK: 
Apr. 11 - Pacific 4, at George Fox 3 
NORTHWEST CONFERENCE STANDINGS (thru Ae.ril15) 
NWC Pet. GB All Pet. 
Pacific Lutheran Lutes 10-1 .909 12-6 .667 
Linfield Wildcats 10-1 .909 11-6 .647 
Whitman Missionaries 8-2 .800 1.5 11-10 .524 
Puget Sound Loggers 6-5 .545 4 9-6 .600 
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 4-6 .400 5.5 6-6 .500 
Willamette Bearcats 4-6 .400 5.5 5-6 .455 
Whitworth Pirates 4-6 .400 5.5 6-9 .400 
Pacific Boxers 1-9 .100 8.5 I -11 .083 
George Fox Bruins 1-10 .091 9 1-12 .077 
*** For more info & stats, see the NWC website: www. nwcsQorts.com 
BOXERS WIN LAST FOUR SINGLES TO OVERTAKE BRUINS 4-3 
NEWBERG, Ore.--· After dropping the doubles point and the first two singles matches , 
the Pacific University Boxers rallied to win positions 3-6 and take a 4-3 win over the George Fox 
University Bruins in a Northwest Conference match here Wednesday afternoon (Apr. 11 ). 
The Bruins captured the doubles point by taking the 1st and 3rd matches, Joe Gonzales 
(So., Roseburg, Ore.) and Derek Dougherty (Fr., Springfield, Ore.) defeating Mike Uhrich and 
Eric Yukurnoto 8-1 at #1 , and Yu Shoji (Fr., Tokyo, Japan) and Jeremy Johnston (Jr., 
Medford, Ore.) edging Rustin Taylor and Adam Mohr 9-7 at #3. Pacific's Joseph Marsh and 
Douglas Dang won the #2 doubles, downing the Bruins' Ben Yliniemi (Fr., Monmouth, Ore.) 
and Nate Chamberlain (Fr., Dundee, Ore.) 8-4. 
Gonzales defeated Yukumoto 6-1, 6-0 at #1 , and Dougherty downed Marsh 6-4, 6-4 at 
#2, but the Bruins could not get that tina! singles victory that would have put them over the top. 
The Boxers won at #3, Uhrich over Ylinierni 6-1 , 6-2; at #4, Taylor over Chamberlain 7-5, 6-3 ; at 
#5, David Slick over Shoji 6-4, 6-4; and at #6, Dang over Johnston 6-3, 7-5. 
The Bruins finished the regular season at I -12 overall and l-1 0 in the conference, while 
the Boxers, picking up their first win of the season, are I- I 1 overall and 1-9 in the league. 
BRUINS TO PLAY BOXERS IN NWC TOURNAMENT PLAY-IN MATCH ON APRIL 18 
The Northwest Conference Tournament is set for Friday-Saturday, April 20-21 , at the 
Yakima Tennis Club in Yakima, Wash. As the Bruins and Boxers are the 9th and 8th-place teams 
respectively in the conference standings, the two will play a preliminary match this week to 
determine which of them will go to Yakima. 
George Fox Men's Tennis ... Apr. 16, 2001 ... page 2 
The "play-in" match will be held Wednesday, April 18. George Fox coach Rick Cruz and Pacific coach Jim Pyle 
will meet Tuesday, April 17, for a coin flip to detennine which of the two will host, since the teams split their 
regular-season matches. The probable time for the match is 3:00p.m., although a definite time willnot be anounced 
until after the coin toss. In case of rain, the match will be moved to the indoor courts at Lewis & Clark College in 
Portland at 5:00p.m. 
HEAD COACH RICK CRUZ (George Fox '98) is 13-28 (.317) in his 2nd full season as coach of the Bruins, having 
taken over his alma mater's men's tennis program midway through the 1999 season . He also assumed coaching 
duties for the women's tennis team this year. 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY "BRUINS" 2001 MEN'S TENNIS RESULTS 
Overall: 1-12 (Home 0-6, Road 1-6, Neutral 0-0) NWC: 1-10 (Home 0-5, Road 1-5) 
DATE/DAY OPPONENT LOCATION SCORE 
2/4 Sun. at Portland State University Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
2/24 Sat. * at Linfield College McMinnville, Ore. L 0-7 
2/28 Wed. * at Lewis & Clark College Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
3/3 Sat. * WHITMAN COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
3/3 Sat. * PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
3/6 Tue. * at Willamette University Salem, Ore. L 1-6 
3/10 Sat. EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 2-5 
3/14 Wed. * at Pacific University Forest Grove, Ore. W4-3 
3/30 Fri. *at University ofPuget Sound Tacoma, Wash. L 0-9 
4/3 Tue. * WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
4/5 Thur. * LINFffiLD COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
4/6 Fri. =* at Lewis & Clark College Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
4/11 Wed. *PACIFIC UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. L 3-4 
4/18 Wed. # vs. Pacific (NWC Tournament prelim) Newberg, Ore. ??? 
4/20 Fri. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. TBA 
4/21 Sat. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. TBA 
* - Northwest Conference match 
= - originally scheduled at home, moved due to rain 
#-Northwest Conference Tournament at Yakima, Wash. 
(Rainouts: Mar. 4 vs. Whitworth -no makeup date set) 
SINGLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 Record 
Joe Gonzales 4-8 0-1 4-9 
Derek Dougherty 0-l 3-9 3-10 
Ben Yliniemi 0-12 0-l 0-13 
Nathan Chamberlain 0-l 0-11 0-1 0-13 
Yu Shoji 0-1 1-11 1-12 
Jeremy Johnston 0-11 0-11 
TOTALS 4-9 3-10 0-13 0-13 1-12 0-11 8-68 
DOUBLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 Record 
Dougherty-Gonzales 4-9 4-9 
Yliniemi-Chamberlain l-12 1-12 
Shoji-Johnston 1-10 1-10 
TOTALS 4-9 1-12 1-10 6-31 
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WHAT'S BRUIN 
Monday, April9, 2001 ---For bnmediate Release 
Contact: Blair Cash, SID (E-mail) bcash@ georgefox.edu 
(0) 503-554-2127 (FAX) 503-554-3830 (H) 503-554-8067 
Sports Website: www.georgefox.edu/athletics 
GEORGE FOX MEN'S TENNIS 
Sports News 
Overall: 1-11 (Home 0-5, Road 1-6, Neutral 0-0) I NWC: 1-9 (Home 0-4, Road 1-5) 
HIGHLIGHTS: 
Bruins Drop Three Conference Matches 
Regular Season Finale on Wednesday at Home vs. Pacific 
Northwest Conference Tournament Set for Apr. 20-21 in Yakima, Wash. 
THIS WEEK: 
Wed., Apr. 11, 3:00pm- Pacific University, in Newberg, Ore. (NWC) 
LAST WEEK: 
Apr. 3- Willamette 7, at George Fox 0 
Apr. 5 - Linfield 7, at George Fox 0 
Apr. 6 - at Lewis & Clark 7, George Fox 0 
NORTHWEST CONFERENCE STANDINGS (tlzru Ae.ril8l 
NWC Pet. GB All 
Linfield Wildcats 10-1 .909 11-6 
Pacific Lutheran Lutes 9-1 .900 .5 11-6 
Whitman Missionaries 8-2 .800 1.5 11-9 
Puget Sound Loggers 6-4 .600 3.5 9-5 
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 4-5 .444 5 6-5 
Whitworth Pirates 4-6 .400 5.5 5-8 
Willamette Bearcats 3-6 .333 6 4-6 
George Fox Bruins 1-9 .100 8.5 1-11 
Pacific Boxers 0-9 .000 9 0-11 
Pet. 
.647 
.647 
.550 
.643 
.545 
.385 
.400 
.083 
.000 
***For more info & stats, see the NWC website: www.nwcsports.com 
BEAR CATS BLANK BRUINS 7-0 IN NWC NET ACTION 
NEWBERG, Ore. ···Hoping to get their regular season-ending four-match home stand 
off to a good start, the George Fox University Bruins instead suffered a 7-0 whitewashing by the 
Willamette University Bearcats in Northwest Conference men's tennis action Tuesday afternoon 
(Apr. 3) here at the GFU campus courts. 
Capturing singles matches for the Bearcats were Kelly Keogh over Joe Gonzales (So., 
Roseburg, Ore.) 5-7, 7-6, 6-3 at #1; Mark Sanders over Derek Dougherty (Fr., Springfield, 
Ore.) 6-0, 6-2 at #2; Trevor Lindsay over Ben Yliniemi (Fr., Monmouth, Ore.) 6-0, 6-0 at #3; 
David Stiles over Nate Chamberlain (Fr., Dundee, Ore.) 6-4, 6-4 at #4; Greg Reinert over Yu 
Shoji (Fr., Tokyo, Japan) 6-0, 6-2 at #5; and Kainoa Horcajo over Jeremy Johnston (Jr., 
Medford, Ore.) 6-0, 6-1 at #6. 
Willamette also won the doubles point by sweeping all three matches, with Keogh and 
Sanders defeating Gonzales and Dougherty 8-4 at #1 ; Stiles and Andrew Rodgers prevailing over 
Ylinierni and Chamberlain 8-3 at #2; and Lindsay and Horcajo blanking Shoji and Johnston 8-0 at 
#3 . 
George Fox falls to 1-9 overall and 1-7 in the conference, while Willamette is now 4-6 
overall and 3-6 in the NWC. 
-more-
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LEAGUE-LEADING UNFIEW lAYS 7-0 WHITEWASHING ON BRUINS 
McMINNVILLE, Ore. --- Northwest Conference-leading Linfield College showed why it is in first place 
in the league here at the GFU campus courts Thursday afternoon (Apr. 5), as the Wildcats completed a sweep of the 
George Fox University Bruins with a 7-0 win in men's tennis. 
The Wildcats, who beat the Bruins by a similar score in the two teams' first conference meeting of the year 
back on Feb. 24 in McMinnville, lost only eight games in the day's nine matches. Linfield's Ryan Cruz, younger 
brother of George Fox coaches Rick and Rob Cruz, took the #1 singles over former Bruin teammate Joe Gonzales 
6-1, 6-2, followed by Alex Martin over Derek Dougherty 6-0, 6-0 at #2, Robert Berry over Ben Yliniemi 6-0, 6-0 
at #3, Colin Grice over Nate Chamberlain 6-0, 6-1 at #4, Justin Greene over Yu Shoji 6-0, 6-0 at #5, and Nick 
Baker over Jeremy Johnston 6-0, 6-0 at #6. 
The Wildcats captured the doubles points by winning at #1, Cruz and Martin over Gonzales and Dougherty 
8-2; at #2, Greene and Baker over Ylinierni and Chamberlain 8-1; and at #3, Berry and Grice over Shoji and 
Johnston 8-1. 
George Fox dropped to 1-10 overall and 1-8 in the conference with the setback, while Linfield improved to 
10-6 overall and 9-1 in the league. 
BRUINS SHIFT VENUES BUT STILL FALL TO LEWIS & CLARK 7-0 
PORTLAND, Ore. --- It was supposed to have been played at George Fox University, but when rain 
soaked the GFU campus courts, Friday's (Apr. 6) Northwest Conference men's tennis match between the Bruins and 
Lewis & Clark College was shifted to L&C's indoor courts, where the Pioneers dropped the Bruins 7-0. 
In singles, the Pioneers got wins from Chris Upjohn over Joe Gonzales 6-7, 7-6, (8-6 tiebreaker) at #I; 
Tommy Brasier over Derek Dougherty 6-1, 6-1 at #2; Jimmy Chau over Ben Yliniemi 6-.0, 6-0 at #3; Tim Hopp 
over Nate Chamberlain 6-0,7-5 at #4; Brendan Livingston over Yu Shoji 6-2, 6-1 at #5; and Hugo Martin over 
Jeremy Johnston 6-0, 6-0 at #6. 
Lewis & Clark also took all three doubles matches, with Upjohn and Brasier defeating Gonzales and 
Dougherty 8-2 at #1; Chau and Livingston over Chamberlain and Ylinierni 8-3 at #2; and Cayley Bell and Hopp 
downing Shoji and Johnston 8-3 at #3. 
George Fox fell to 1-11 overall and 1-9 in the conference, while Lewis & Clark is 6-5 overall and 4-5 in the 
league. 
HEAD COACH RICK CRUZ (George Fox '98) is 13-27 (.325) in his 2nd full season as coach of the Bruins, having 
taken over his alma mater's men's tennis program midway through the 1999 season. He also assumed coaching 
duties for the women's tennis team this year. 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY "BRUINS" 2001 MEN'S TENNIS RESULTS 
Overall: 1-11 (Home 0-5, Road 1-6, Neutral 0-0) NWC: 1-9 (Home 0-4, Road 1-5) 
DATE/DAY OPPONENT LOCATION SCORE 
2/4 Sun. at Portland State University Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
2/24 Sat. * at Linfield College McMinnville, Ore. L 0-7 
2/28 Wed. * at Lewis & Clark College Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
3/3 Sat. * WIDTMAN COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
3/3 Sat. * PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
3/6 Tue. *at Willamette University Salem, Ore. L 1-6 
3/10 Sat. EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 2-5 
3114 Wed. * at Pacific University Forest Grove, Ore. W4-3 
3/30 Fri. * at University of Puget Sound Tacoma, Wash. L 0-9 
4/3 Tue. * WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
4/5 Thur. * LINFIELD COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
4/6 Fri. =* at Lewis & Clark College Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
4/11 Wed. *PACIFIC UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 3:00pm 
4/20 Fri. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. TBA 
4/21 Sat. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. TBA 
* - Northwest Conference match 
= -originally scheduled at home, moved due to rain 
#-Northwest Conference Tournament at Yakima, Wash. 
(Rainouts: Mar. 4 vs. Whitworth- no makeup date set) 
SINGLES RECORDS #I #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 Record 
Joe Gonzales 3-8 0-1 3-9 
Derek Dougherty 0-1 2-9 2-10 
Ben Ylinierni 0-11 0-1 0-12 
Nathan Chamberlain 0-1 0-10 0-1 0-12 
Yu Shoji 0-1 1-10 1-11 
Jeremy Johnston 0-10 0-10 
TOTALS 3-9 2-IO O-I2 0-12 1-11 0-10 6-64 
DOUBLES RECORDS #I #2 #3 Record 
Dougherty-Gonzales 3-9 3-9 
Ylinierni-Chamberlain 1-11 1-11 
Shoji-Johnston 0-10 0-10 
TOTALS 3-9 1-11 0-10 4-30 
Monday, April 9, 2001 ---For Immediate Release 
Contact: Blair Cash, SID (E-mail) bcash@georgefox.edu 
(0) 503-554-2127 (FAX) 503-554-3830 (H) 503-554-8067 
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GEORGE FOX MEN'S TENNIS 
Overall: 1-1 1 (Home 0-5, Road 1-6, Neutral 0-0) I NWC: 1-9 (Home 0-4, Road 1-5) 
HIGHLIGHTS: 
Bruins Drop Three Conference Matches 
Regular Season Finale on Wednesday at Home vs. Pacific 
Northwest Conference Tournament Set for Apr. 20-21 in Yakima, Wash. 
THIS WEEK: 
Wed., Apr. 11, 3:00pm- Pacific University, in Newberg, Ore. (NWC) 
LAST WEEK: 
Apr. 3- Willamette 7, at George Fox 0 
Apr. 5 - Linfield 7, at George Fox 0 
Apr. 6- at Lewis & Clark 7, George Fox 0 
NORTHWEST CONFERENCE STANDINGS (tltru Af!.ri/8~ 
NWC Pet. GB All 
Linfield Wildcats 10-1 .909 11-6 
Pacific Lutheran Lutes 9-1 .900 .5 11-6 
Whitman Missionaries 8-2 .800 1.5 11-9 
Puget Sound Loggers 6-4 .600 3.5 9-5 
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 4-5 .444 5 6-5 
Whitworth Pirates 4-6 .400 5.5 5-8 
Willamette Bearcats 3-6 .333 6 4-6 
George Fox Bruins 1-9 .100 8.5 1-11 
Pacific Boxers 0-9 .000 9 0-11 
Pet. 
.647 
.647 
.550 
.643 
.545 
.385 
.400 
.083 
.000 
***For more info & stats, see the NWC website: www.nwcsports.com 
BEARCATS BLANK BRUINS 7-0 IN NWC NET ACTION 
NEWBERG, Ore. ···Hoping to get their regular season-ending four-match home stand 
off to a good start, the George Fox University Bruins instead suffered a 7-0 whitewashing by the 
Willamette University Bearcats in Northwest Conference men's tennis action Tuesday afternoon 
(Apr. 3) here at the GFU campus courts. 
Capturing singles matches for the Bearcats were Kelly Keogh over Joe Gonzales (So., 
Roseburg, Ore.) 5-7, 7-6, 6-3 at #1; Mark Sanders over Derek Dougherty (Fr., Springfield, 
Ore.) 6-0, 6-2 at #2; Trevor Lindsay over Ben Yliniemi (Fr., Monmouth, Ore.) 6-0, 6-0 at #3; 
David Stiles over Nate Chamberlain (Fr., Dundee, Ore.) 6-4, 6-4 at #4; Greg Reinert over Yu 
Shoji (Fr., Tokyo, Japan) 6-0, 6-2 at #5; and Kainoa Horcajo over Jeremy Johnston (Jr., 
Medford, Ore.) 6-0, 6-1 at #6. 
Willamette also won the doubles point by sweeping all three matches, with Keogh and 
Sanders defeating Gonzales and Dougherty 8-4 at #1; Stiles and Andrew Rodgers prevailing over 
Ylinierni and Chamberlain 8-3 at #2; and Lindsay and Horcajo blanking Shoji and Johnston 8-0 at 
#3. 
George Fox falls to 1-9 overall and 1-7 in the conference, while Willamette is now 4-6 
overall and 3-6 in the NWC. 
-more-
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LEAGUE-LEADING LINFIELD LAYS 7-0 WHITEWASHING ON BRUINS 
McMINNVILLE, Ore. ---Northwest Conference-leading Linfield College showed why it is in first place 
in the league here at the GFU campus courts Thursday afternoon (Apr. 5), as the Wildcats completed a sweep of the 
George Fox University Bruins with a 7-0 win in men's tennis. 
The Wildcats, who beat the Bruins by a similar score in the two teams' first conference meeting of the year 
back on Feb. 24 in McMinnville, lost only eight games in the day's nine matches. Linfield's Ryan Cruz, younger 
brother of George Fox coaches Rick and Rob Cruz, took the #I singles over former Bruin teammate Joe Gonzales 
6-1, 6-2, followed by Alex Martin over Derek Dougherty 6-0, 6-0 at #2, Robert Berry over Ben Yliniemi 6-0, 6-0 
at #3, Colin Grice over Nate Chamberlain 6-0, 6-I at #4, Justin Greene over Yu Shoji 6-0, 6-0 at #5, and Nick 
Baker over Jeremy Johnston 6-0, 6-0 at #6. 
The Wildcats captured the doubles points by winning at #1, Cruz and Martin over Gonzales and Dougherty 
8-2; at #2, Greene and Baker over Yliniemi and Chamberlain 8-I; and at #3, Berry and Grice over Shoji and 
Johnston 8-1. 
George Fox dropped to 1-10 overall and 1-8 in the conference with the setback, while Linfield improved to 
10-6 overall and 9-I in the league. 
BRUINS SHIFT VENUES BUT STILL FALL TO LEWIS & CLARK 7-0 
PORTLAND, Ore. ---It was supposed to have been played at George Fox University, but when rain 
soaked the GFU campus courts, Friday's (Apr. 6) Northwest Conference men's tennis match between the Bruins and 
Lewis & Clark College was shifted to L&C's indoor courts, where the Pioneers dropped the Bruins 7-0. 
In singles, the Pioneers got wins from Chris Up john over Joe Gonzales 6-7, 7-6, (8-6 tiebreaker) at #1; 
Tommy Brasier over Derek Dougherty 6-I, 6-1 at #2; Jimmy Chau over Ben Yliniemi 6-0, 6-0 at #3; Tim Hopp 
over Nate Chamberlain 6-0, 7-5 at #4; Brendan Livingston over Yu Shoji 6-2, 6-1 at #5; and Hugo Martin over 
Jeremy Johnston 6-0, 6-0 at #6. 
Lewis & Clark also took all three doubles matches, with Upjohn and Brasier defeating Gonzales and 
Dougherty 8-2 at #I; Chau and Livingston over Chamberlain and Yliniemi 8-3 at #2; and Cayley Bell and Hopp 
downing Shoji and Johnston 8-3 at #3. 
George Fox fell to 1-11 overall and I-9 in the conference, while Lewis & Clark is 6-5 overall and 4-5 in the 
league. 
HEAD COACH RICK CRUZ (George Fox '98) is 13-27 (.325) in his 2nd full season as coach of the Bruins, having 
taken over his alma mater's men's tennis program midway through the 1999 season. He also assumed coaching 
duties for the women's tennis team this year. 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY "BRUINS" 2001 MEN'S TENNIS RESULTS 
Overall: 1-11 (Home 0-5, Road 1-6, Neutral 0-0) NWC: 1-9 (Home 0-4, Road 1-5) 
DATE/DAY OPPONENT LOCATION SCORE 
2/4 Sun. at Portland State University Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
2/24 Sat. * at Linfield College McMinnville, Ore. L 0-7 
2/28 Wed. * at Lewis & Clark College Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
3/3 Sat. * WIDTMAN COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
3/3 Sat. *PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
3/6 Tue. *at Willamette University Salem, Ore. L 1-6 
3/10 Sat. EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 2-5 
3/14 Wed. * at Pacific University Forest Grove, Ore. W4-3 
3/30 Fri. * at University of Puget Sound Tacoma, Wash. L 0-9 
4/3 Toe. * WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
4/5 Thor. * LINFIELD COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
4/6 Fri. =* at Lewis & Clark College Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
4/11 Wed. *PACIFIC UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 3:00pm 
4/20 Fri. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. TBA 
4/21 Sat. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. TBA 
*-Northwest Conference match 
= - originally scheduled at home, moved due to rain 
#-Northwest Conference Tournament at Yakima, Wash. 
(Rainouts: Mar. 4 vs. Whitworth -no makeup date set) 
SINGLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 Record 
Joe Gonzales 3-8 0-1 3-9 
Derek Dougherty 0-l 2-9 2-10 
Ben Yliniemi O-Il 0-1 0-12 
Nathan Chamberlain 0-1 0-10 0-1 0-12 
Yu Shoji 0-1 1-10 1-11 
Jeremy Johnston 0-10 0-10 
TOTALS 3-9 2-IO 0-12 0-12 1-11 0-10 6-64 
DOUBLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 Record 
Dougherty-Gonzales 3-9 3-9 
Yliniemi-Chamberlain 1-11 l-11 
Shoji-Johnston 0-10 0-10 
TOTALS 3-9 1-11 0-10 4-30 
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GEORGE FOX MEN'S TENNIS 
Overall: 1-8 (Home 0-3, Road 1-5) I NWC: 1-6 (Home 0-2, Road 1-4) 
HIGHLIGHTS: 
Bruins Fa119-0 at Puget Sound in First Match in Two Weeks 
Final Four Regular Season Matches All at Home for Bruins 
THIS WEEK: 
Tue., Apr. 3, 3:00pm- Willamette University, in Newberg, Ore. (NWC) 
Thur. , Apr. 5, 3:00pm- Linfield College, in Newberg, Ore. (NWC) 
Fri., Apr. 6, 3:30pm- Lewis & Clark College, in Newberg, Ore. (NWC) 
LAST WEEK: 
Mar. 30- at Puget Sound 9, George Fox 0 
NORTHWEST CONFERENCE STANDINGS (thru Af!.rilll 
NWC Pet. GB All Pet. 
Linfield Wildcats 8-1 .889 8-4 .667 
Pacific Lutheran Lutes 7-1 .875 .5 7-1 .875 
Whitman Missionaries 7-1 .825 .5 9-8 .529 
Puget Sound Loggers 4-3 .571 3 6-4 .600 
Whitworth Pirates 4-3 .571 3 5-5 .500 
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 3-5 .375 4.5 5-5 .500 
Willamette Bearcats 2-6 .250 5.5 3-6 .333 
George Fox Bruins 1-6 .143 6 1-8 .111 
Pacific Boxers 0-7 .000 7 0-8 .000 
*** For more info & stats, see the NWC website: www.nwcsgorts.com 
BRUINS RETURN AFTER TWO WEEKS OFF TO FALL 7-0 TO UPS 
Sports News 
TACOMA, Wash.--- Returning to competition after two weeks off that included the 
school's spring break, the George Fox University Bruins could not take advantage of the long rest 
and dropped a 7-0 decision to the University ofPuget Sound in Northwest Conference men's 
tennis Friday afternoon (Mar. 30) here at the UPS courts. 
The Bruins won their only set of the match at #1 singles, where Joe Gonzales (So., 
Roseburg, Ore.) fell to the Loggers' Andy Loveless 2-6, 6-2, 6-4. Also notching singles wins for 
UPS were Paul Kelly over Derek Dougherty (Fr., Springfield, Ore.) 6-2, 6-2 at #2; Rob 
Cunningham over Ben Yliniemi (Fr., Monmouth, Ore.) 6-0, 6-0 at #3; Matt Loveseth over Nate 
Chamberlain (Fr., Dundee, Ore.) 6-0, 6-1 at #4; John Greves over Yu Shoji (Fr., Tokyo, 
Japan) 6-0, 6-0 at #5; and Kyle Rohner over Jeremy Johnston (Jr., Medford, Ore.) 6-0,6-0 at 
#6. 
Winning the doubles point while sweeping all three matches for Puget Sound were 
Loveless and Kelly over Gonzales and Dougherty 8-2 at #1; Loveseth and Greves over Yliniemi 
and Chamberlain 8-3 at #2; and Cunningham and Rohner over Shoji and Johnston 8-0 at #3. 
George Fox dropped to 1-8 overall and 1-6 against conference competition, while Puget Sound 
improved to 6-4 overall and 4-3 in the league. 
HEAD COACH RICK CRUZ (George Fox '98) is 13-23 (.361) in his 2nd full season as coach of 
the Bruins, having taken over his alma mater's men's tennis program midway through the 1999 
season. He also assumed coaching duties for the women's tennis team this year. 
GEQRGE FOX UNIVERSITY "BRUINS" 
2001 MEN'S TENNIS RESULTS 
Overall: 1-8 (Home 0-3, Road 1-5, Neutral 0-0) NWC: 1-6 (Home 0-2, Road 1-4) 
DATE/DAY OPPONENT LOCATION 
2/4 Sun. at Portland State University Portland, Ore. 
2/24 Sat. * at Linfield College McMinnville, Ore. 
2/28 Wed. * at Lewis & Clark College Portland, Ore. 
3/3 Sat. * WlllTMAN COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
3/3 Sat. * PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 
3/6 Tue. *at Willamette University Salem, Ore. 
3/10 Sat. EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
3/14 Wed. * at Pacific University Forest Grove, Ore. 
3/30 Fri. * at University of Puget Sound Tacoma, Wash. 
4/3 Tue. * WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 
4/5 Thur. * LINFIELD COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
4/6 Fri. *LEWIS & CLARK COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
4/11 Wed. *PACIFIC UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 
4/20 Fri. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. 
4/21 Sat. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. 
(Rainouts: Mar. 4 vs. Whitworth - no makeup date set) 
*-Northwest Conference match 
#-Northwest Conference Tournament at Yakima, Wash. 
SINGLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 Record 
Joe Gonzales 3-5 0-1 3-6 
Derek Dougherty 0-1 2-6 2-7 
Ben Ylinierni 0-8 0-1 0-9 
Nathan Chamberlain 0-1 0-7 0-1 0-9 
Yu Shoji 0-1 1-7 1-8 
Jeremy Johnston 0-7 0-7 
TOTALS 3-6 2-7 0-9 0-9 1-8 0-7 6-46 
DOUBLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 Record 
Dougherty-Gonzales 3-6 3-6 
Yliniemi -Chamber lain 1-8 1-8 
Shoji-Johnston 0-7 0-7 
TOTALS 3-6 1-8 0-7 4-21 
SCORE 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 1-6 
L 2-5 
W4-3 
L 0-9 
3:00pm 
3:00pm 
3:30pm 
3:00pm 
TBA 
TBA 
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GEORGE FOX MEN'S TENNIS 
Overall: 1-8 (Home 0-3, Road 1-5) I NWC: 1-6 (Home 0-2, Road 1-4) 
HIGHLIGHTS: 
Bruins Fa119-0 at Puget Sound in First Match in Two Weeks 
Final Four Regular Season Matches All at Home for Bruins 
THIS WEEK: 
Tue., Apr. 3, 3:00pm - Willamette University, in Newberg, Ore. (NWC) 
Thur., Apr. 5, 3:00pm- Linfield College, in Newberg, Ore. (NWC) 
Fri., Apr. 6, 3:30pm - Lewis & Clark College, in Newberg, Ore. (NWC) 
LAST WEEK: 
Mar. 30- at Puget Sound 9, George Fox 0 
NORTHWEST CONFERENCE STANDINGS (thru Al!,ril Il 
NWC Pet. GB All Pet. 
Linfield Wildcats 8-1 .889 8-4 .667 
Pacific Lutheran Lutes 7-1 .875 .5 7-1 .875 
Whitman Missionaries 7-1 .825 .5 9-8 .529 
Puget Sound Loggers 4-3 .571 3 6-4 .600 
Whitworth Pirates 4-3 .571 3 5-5 .500 
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 3-5 .375 4.5 5-5 .500 
Willamette Bearcats 2-6 .250 5.5 3-6 .333 
George Fox Bruins 1-6 .143 6 1-8 .111 
Pacific Boxers 0-7 .000 7 0-8 .000 
***For more info & stats, see the NWC website: www.nwcSQOrts.com 
BRUINS RETURN AFTER TWO WEEKS OFF TO FALL 7-0 TO UPS 
TACOMA, Wash.--- Returning to competition after two weeks off that included the 
school's spring break, the George Fox University Bruins could not take advantage of the long rest 
and dropped a 7-0 decision to the University ofPuget Sound in Northwest Conference men's 
tennis Friday afternoon (Mar. 30) here at the UPS courts. 
The Bruins won their only set of the match at #1 singles, where Joe Gonzales (So., 
Roseburg, Ore.) fell to the Loggers' Andy Loveless 2-6, 6-2, 6-4. Also notching singles wins for 
UPS were Paul Kelly over Derek Dougherty (Fr., Springfield, Ore.) 6-2, 6-2 at #2; Rob 
Cunningham over Ben Yliniemi (Fr., Monmouth, Ore.) 6-0, 6-0 at #3; Matt Loveseth over Nate 
Chamberlain (Fr., Dundee, Ore.) 6-0,6-1 at #4; John Greves over Yu Shoji (Fr., Tokyo, 
Japan) 6-0, 6-0 at #5; and Kyle Rohner over Jeremy Johnston (Jr., Medford, Ore.) 6-0, 6-0 at 
#6. 
Winning the doubles point while sweeping all three matches for Puget Sound were 
Loveless and Kelly over Gonzales and Dougherty 8-2 at #1; Loveseth and Greves over Yliniemi 
and Chamberlain 8-3 at #2; and Cunningham and Rohner over Shoji and Johnston 8-0 at #3. 
George Fox dropped to 1-8 overall and 1-6 against conference competition, while Puget Sound 
improved to 6-4 overall and 4-3 in the league. 
HEAD COACH RICK CRUZ (George Fox '98) is 13-23 (.361) in his 2nd full season as coach of 
the Bruins, having taken over his alma mater's men's tennis program midway through the 1999 
season. He also assumed coaching duties for the women's tennis team this year. 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY "BRUINS" 
2001 MEN'S TENNIS RESULTS 
Overall: 1-8 (Home 0-3, Road 1-5, Neutral 0-0) NWC: 1-6 (Home 0-2, Road 1-4) 
DATE/DAY OPPONENT LOCATION 
2/4 Sun. at Portland State University Portland, Ore. 
2/24 Sat. * at Linfield College McMinnville, Ore. 
2/28 Wed. * at Lewis & Clark College Portland, Ore. 
3/3 Sat. *WHITMAN COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
3/3 Sat. *PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 
3/6 Tue. * at Willamette University Salem, Ore. 
3/10 Sat. EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
3114 Wed. * at Pacific University Forest Grove, Ore. 
3/30 Fri. * at University of Puget Sound Tacoma, Wash. 
4/3 Tue. * WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 
4/5 Thur. * LINFIELD COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
4/6 Fri. * LEWIS & CLARK COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
4/11 Wed. * PACIFIC UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 
4/20 Fri. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. 
4/21 Sat. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. 
(Rainouts: Mar. 4 vs. Whitworth - no makeup date set) 
* - Northwest Conference match 
#-Northwest Conference Tournament at Yakima, Wash. 
SINGLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 Record 
Joe Gonzales 3-5 0-1 3-6 
Derek Dougherty 0-1 2-6 2-7 
Ben Yliniemi 0-8 0-1 0-9 
Nathan Chamberlain 0-1 0-7 0-1 0-9 
Yu Shoji 0-1 1-7 1-8 
Jeremy Johnston 0-7 0-7 
TOTALS 3-6 2-7 0-9 0-9 1-8 0-7 6-46 
DOUBLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 Record 
Dougherty-Gonzales 3-6 3-6 
Ylinierni-Chamberlain 1-8 1-8 
Shoji-Johnston 0-7 0-7 
TOTALS 3-6 1-8 0-7 4-21 
SCORE 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 1-6 
L 2-5 
W4-3 
L 0-9 
3:00pm 
3:00pm 
3:30pm 
3:00pm 
TBA 
TBA 
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GEORGE FOX MEN'S TENNIS 
Overall: 1-7 (Horne 0-3, Road 1-4) I NWC: 1-5 (Home 0-2, Road 1-3) 
HIGHLIGHTS: 
Bruins Notch First Win at Pacific in Only Match of the Week 
Team Gets Two Weeks' Rest Before Tackling Last Half of Season 
THIS WEEK: 
No matches scheduled this week. Next: 
Sports News 
Fri., Mar. 30, 3:00 prn- at University ofPuget Sound, in Tacoma, Wash. (NWC) 
LAST WEEK: 
Mar. 14- George Fox 4, at Pacific 3 
NORTHWEST CONFERENCE STANDINGS (thru March 18l 
NWC Pet. GB All Pet. 
Linfield Wildcats 8-1 .889 8-4 .667 
Pacific Lutheran Lutes 7-1 .875 .5 7-1 .875 
Whitman Missionaries 7-1 .825 .5 8-8 .500 
Whitworth Pirates 4-3 .571 3 4-5 .444 
Puget Sound Loggers 3-3 .500 3.5 5-3 .625 
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 3-5 .375 4.5 5-5 .500 
George Fox Bruins 1-5 .167 5.5 1-7 .125 
Willamette Bearcats 1-6 .143 6 2-6 .333 
Pacific Boxers 0-6 .000 6.5 0-i .000 
***For more info & stats, see the NWC website: www.nwcsports.com 
BRUINS CAPTURE FIRST MATCH OF THE SEASON 4-3 OVER PACIFIC 
FOREST GROVE, Ore. ---At long last, the George Fox University Bruins finally 
nailed down that elusive first victory of the 2001 men's tennis season, defeating the Pacific 
University Boxers 4-3 in a Northwest Conference contest here Wednesday afternoon (Mar. 14). 
The Bruins captured the doubles point by taking two out of three matches, then split the 
six singles matches with the Boxers. Joe Gonzales (So., Roseburg, Ore.) and Derek Dougherty 
(Fr., Springfield, Ore.) took the #1 doubles for George Fox, defeating Joseph Marsh and Mike 
Uhrich 8-4, and at #2, it was the Bruins' Ben Yliuiemi (Fr., Monmouth, Ore.) and Nate 
Chamberlain (Fr., Dundee, Ore.) over Rustin Taylor and Adam Mohr 8-5. Pacific's David Slick 
and Douglas Dang won the #3 doubles over Yu Shoji (Fr., Tokyo, Japan) and Jeremy Johnston 
(Jr., Medford, Ore.) 9-7. 
George Fox's singles wins came at #1 , Gonzales over Eric Yukumoto 6-0, 6-2; at #2, 
Dougherty over Marsh 6-2, 7-5; and at #5, Shoji over Mohr 7-6, 6-2. Pacific won at #3, Taylor 
over Yliniemi 6-4, 7-5; at #4, Uhrich over Chamberlain 6-2, 6-2; and at #6, Dang over Johnston 
6-2, 6-2. 
The Bruins are now 1-7 on the season and 1-5 in the conference. 
HEAD COACH RICK CRUZ (George Fox '98) is 13-23 (.361) in his 2nd full season as coach of 
the Bruins, having taken over his alma mater's men 's tennis program midway through the 1999 
season. He also assumed coaching duties for the women's tennis team this year. 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY "BRUINS" 
2001 MEN'S TENNIS RESULTS 
Overall: 1-7 (Home 0-3, Road 1-4, Neutral 0-0) NWC: 1-5 (Home 0-2, Road 1-3) 
DATE/DAY OPPONENT LOCATION 
2/4 Sun. at Portland State University Portland, Ore. 
2/24 Sat. * at Linfield College McMinnville, Ore. 
2128 Wed. * at Lewis & Clark College Portland, Ore. 
3/3 Sat. *WHITMAN COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
3/3 Sat. *PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 
3/6 Tue. *at Willamette University Salem, Ore. 
3/10 Sat. EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
3114 Wed. *at Pacific University Forest Grove, Ore. 
3/30 Fri. *at University ofPuget Sound Tacoma, Wash. 
4/3 Toe. * WILLAMEITE UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 
4/5 Thor. * LINFIELD COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
4/6 Fri. *LEWIS & CLARK COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
4/11 Wed. *PACIFIC UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 
4/20 Fri. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. 
4/21 Sat. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. 
(Rainouts: Mar. 4 vs. Whitworth -no makeup date set) 
* -Northwest Conference match 
#-Northwest Conference Tournament at Yakima, Wash. 
SINGLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 Record 
Joe Gonzales 3-4 0-1 3-5 
Derek Dougherty 0-1 2-5 2-6 
Ben Ylinierni 0-7 0-1 0-8 
Nathan Chamberlain 0-1 0-6 0-1 0-8 
Yu Shoji 0-1 1-6 1-7 
Jeremy Johnston 0-6 0-6 
TOTALS 3-5 2-6 0-8 0-8 1-7 0-6 6-40 
DOUBLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 Record 
Dougherty-Gonzales 3-5 3-5 
Ylinierni -Chamberlain 1-7 1-7 
Shoji-Johnston 0-6 0-5 
TOTALS 3-5 1-7 0-6 4-18 
SCORE 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 1-6 
L 2-5 
W4-3 
3:00pm 
3:00pm 
3:00pm 
3:30pm 
3:00pm 
TBA 
TBA 
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GEORGE FOX MEN'S TENNIS 
Overall: l-7(Home0-3,Road 1-4)/NWC: 1-5(Home0-2,Road 1-3) 
HIGHLIGHTS: 
Bruins Notch First Win at Pacific in Only Match of the Week 
Team Gets Two Weeks' Rest Before Tackling Last Half of Season 
THIS WEEK: 
No matches scheduled this week. Next: 
Fri., Mar. 30, 3:00pm- at University ofPuget Sound, in Tacoma, Wash. (NWC) 
LAST WEEK: 
Mar. 14- George Fox 4, at Pacific 3 
NORTHWEST CONFERENCE STANDINGS (thru March 18l 
NWC Pet. GB All Pet. 
Linfield Wildcats 8-1 .889 8-4 .667 
Pacific Lutheran Lutes 7-1 .875 .5 7-1 .875 
Whitman Missionaries 7-1 .825 .5 8-8 .500 
Whitworth Pirates 4-3 .571 3 4-5 .444 
Puget Sound Loggers 3-3 .500 3.5 5-3 .625 
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 3-5 .375 4.5 5-5 .500 
George Fox Bruins 1-5 .167 5.5 1-7 .125 
Willamette Bearcats 1-6 .143 6 2-6 .333 
Pacific Boxers 0-6 .000 6.5 0-7 .000 
***For more info & stats, see the NWC website: www.nwcsQorts.com 
BRUINS CAPTURE FIRST MATCH OF THE SEASON 4-3 OVER PACIFIC 
FOREST GROVE, Ore. ---At long last, the George Fox University Bruins finally 
nailed down that elusive first victory of the 2001 men's tennis season, defeating the Pacific 
University Boxers 4-3 in a Northwest Conference contest here Wednesday afternoon (Mar. 14). 
The Bruins captured the doubles point by taking two out of three matches, then split the 
six singles matches with the Boxers. Joe Gonzales (So., Roseburg, Ore.) and Derek Dougherty 
(Fr., Springfield, Ore.) took the #I doubles for George Fox, defeating Joseph Marsh and Mike 
Uhrich 8-4, and at #2, it was the Bruins' Ben Yliniemi (Fr., Monmouth, Ore.) and Nate 
Chamberlain (Fr., Dundee, Ore.) over Rustin Taylor and Adam Mohr 8-5. Pacific's David Slick 
and Douglas Dang won the #3 doubles over Yu Shoji (Fr., Tokyo, Japan) and Jeremy Johnston 
(Jr., Medford, Ore.) 9-7. 
George Fox's singles wins came at #1, Gonzales over Eric Yukumoto 6-0, 6-2; at #2, 
Dougherty over Marsh 6-2, 7-5; and at #5, Shoji over Mohr 7-6, 6-2. Pacific won at #3, Taylor 
over Yliniemi 6-4, 7-5; at #4, Uhrich over Chamberlain 6-2, 6-2; and at #6, Dang over Johnston 
6-2, 6-2. 
The Bruins are now 1-7 on the season and 1-5 in the conference. 
HEAD COACH RICK CRUZ (George Fox '98) is 13-23 (.361) in his 2nd full season as coach of 
the Bruins, having taken over his alma mater's men's tennis program midway through the 1999 
season. He also assumed coaching duties for the women's tennis team this year. 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY "BRUINS" 
2001 MEN'S TENNIS RESULTS 
Overall: 1-7 (Home 0-3, Road 1-4, Neutral 0-0) NWC: 1-5 (Home 0-2, Road 1-3) 
DATE/DAY OPPONENT LOCATION SCORE 
2/4 Sun. at Portland State University Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
2/24 Sat. * at Linfield College McMinnville, Ore. L 0-7 
2/28 Wed. * at Lewis & Clark College Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
3/3 Sat. *WHITMAN COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
3/3 Sat. *PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
3/6 Tue. *at Willamette University Salem, Ore. L 1-6 
3/10 Sat. EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 2-5 
3/14 Wed. * at Pacific University Forest Grove, Ore. W4-3 
3/30 Fri. *at University ofPuget Sound Tacoma, Wash. 3:00pm 
4/3 Tue. * WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 3:00pm 
4/5 Thur. * LINFIELD COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 3:00pm 
4/6 Fri. * LEWIS & CLARK COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 3:30pm 
4/11 Wed. *PACIFIC UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 3:00pm 
4/20 Fri. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. TBA 
4/21 Sat. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. TBA 
(Rainouts: Mar. 4 vs. Whitworth - no makeup date set) 
* - Northwest Conference match 
#-Northwest Conference Tournament at Yakima, Wash. 
SINGLES RECORDS #I #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 Record 
Joe Gonzales 3-4 0-1 3-5 
Derek Dougherty 0-1 2-5 2-6 
Ben Yliniemi 0-7 0-1 0-8 
Nathan Chamberlain 0-1 0-6 0-1 0-8 
Yu Shoji 0-1 1-6 1-7 
Jeremy Johnston 0-6 0-6 
TOTALS 3-5 2-6 0-8 0-8 I-7 0-6 6-40 
DOUBLES RECORDS #I #2 #3 Record 
Dougherty-Gonzales 3-5 3-5 
Yliniemi-Chamberlain 1-7 1-7 
Shoji-Johnston 0-6 0-5 
TOTALS 3-5 1-7 0-6 4-18 
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GEORGE FOX MEN'S TENNIS 
Overall: 0-7 (Home 0-3, Road 0-4) I NWC: 0-5(Home 0-2, Road 0-3) 
HIGHLIGHTS: 
Sports News 
Bruins Still Seeking First Win after Falling to Willamette and Evergreen 
THIS WEEK: 
Wed., Mar. 14, 3:00pm- at Pacific University, in Forest Grove, Ore. (NWC) 
LAST WEEK: 
Mar. 6- at Willamette 6, George Fox 1 
Mar. 10- Evergreen State 5, at George Fox 2 
NORTHWEST CONFERENCE STANDINGS (thru March 11~ 
NWC Pet. GB All Pet. 
Linfield Wildcats 6-0 1.000 6-1 .857 
Pacific Lutheran Lutes 7-1 .875 7-1 .875 
Puget Sound Loggers 5-2 .714 1.5 7-2 .778 
Whitworth Pirates 3-2 .600 2.5 3-3 .500 
Whitman Missionaries 4-3 .571 2.5 5-3 .625 
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 2-5 .286 4.5 2-5 .286 
Willamette Bearcats 1-4 .200 4.5 2-6 .333 
George Fox Bruins 0-6 .000 6 1-7 .125 
Pacific Boxers 0-6 .000 6 0-6 .000 
*** For more info & stats, see the NWC website: www.nwCSQOrts.com 
WILLAMETTE HANDS BRUINS 6-1 DEFEAT IN NWC TENNIS ACTION 
SALEM, Ore. --- Joe Gonzales (So., Roseburg, Ore.) captured the #1 singles match, 
but that was the only match the George Fox University Bruins could muster as they dropped a 6-1 
decision to the Willamette University Bearcats in Northwest Conference men's tennis action here 
Tuesday afternoon (Mar. 6). 
Gonzales defeated the Bearcats' Mark Sanders 6-4, 6-4, but the host team took every 
other match. In singles, it was Kelly Keogh over Derek Dougherty (Fr., Springfield, Ore.) 6-1 , 
6-0 at #2; Trevor Lindsay over Ben Yliniemi (Fr., Monmouth, Ore.) 6-0, 6-0 at #3; Greg 
Ishmael over Nate Chamberlain (Fr., Dundee, Ore.) 6-2, 6-1 at #4; David Stiles over Yu Shoji 
(Fr., Tokyo, Japan) 6-0, 6-0 at #5; and Greg Reinert over Jeremy Johnston (Jr., Medford, 
Ore.) 6-0, 6-0 at #6. 
Doubles went to Sanders and Keogh over Gonzales and Dougherty 8-1 at #1; Ishmael 
and Stiles over Ylinierni and Chamberlain 8-0 at #2; and Lindsay and Kainoa Horcajo over Shoji 
and Johnston 8-0 at #3. 
The Bruins are now 0-6 on the season and 0-5 in conference play, while the Bearcats are 2-3 
overall and 1-3 in the league. 
BRUINS WIN TWO SINGLES AND ONE DOUBLES BUT FALL TO ESC 5-2 
NEWBERG, Ore. --- After waiting an hour-and-a-half for the Evergreen State College 
men's team to show up for a scheduled 1:00 p.m. tennis match, the George Fox University Bruins 
could not get up enough steam and dropped a 5-2 decision to the visiting Geoducks in a non-
conference contest Saturday afternoon (Mar. 10) here at the GFU campus courts. 
-more-
George Fox Men's Tennis ..• Mar.12, 2001 .•• page 2 
The Bruins captured the #1 and #2 singles matches and the #1 doubles, but the Geoducks took singles #3-6 
and the doubles point with wins at #2 and #3. For George Fox, Joe Gonzales defeated Mike Butt 6-0, 6-0 at #1 
singles and Derek Dougherty downed Will Tubman 7-6, 6-0 at #2, while Gonzales and Dougherty teamed up to 
defeat Tubman and Mike Schor 8-5 at #1 doubles. 
Posting singles wins for Evergreen State were Neal Ahem over Ben Yliniemi 6-0, 6-3 at #3; Schor over 
Nate Chamberlain 6-2, 6-1 at #4; Chad Brandon over Yu Shoji 6-4, 6-1 at #5; and Cody Montgomery over Jeremy 
Johnston 2-6, 6-2, 6-4 at #6. The 'Ducks' doubles winners were Butt and Ahem over Yliniemi and Chamberlain 8-6 
at #2 and Brandon and Jain Eyi Xu over Shoji and Johnston 8-3 at #3. 
George Fox dropped to 0-7 on the season. 
HEAD COACH RICK CRUZ (George Fox '98) is 12-23 in his 2nd full season as coach of the Bruins, having taken 
over his alma mater's men's tennis program midway through the 1999 season. He also assumed coaching duties for 
the women's tennis team this year. 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY "BRUINS" 
2001 MEN'S TENNIS RESULTS 
Overall: 0-7 (Home 0-3, Road 0-4, Neutral 0-0) NWC: 0-5 (Home 0-2, Road 0-3) 
DATE/DAY OPPONENT LOCATION SCORE 
2/4 Sun. at Portland State University Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
2/24 Sat. * at Linfield College McMinnville, Ore. L 0-7 
2/28 Wed. * at Lewis & Clark College Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
3/3 Sat. * WHITMAN COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
3/3 Sat. * PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
3/6 Tue. * at Willamette University Salem, Ore. L 1-6 
3/10 Sat. EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 2-5 
3114 Wed. * at Pacific University Forest Grove, Ore. 3:00pm 
3/30 Fr. *at University ofPuget Sound Tacoma, Wash. TBA 
4/3 Tue. * WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 3:00pm 
4/5 Thor. * LINFIELD COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 3:00pm 
4/6 Fri. * LEWIS & CLARK COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 3:30pm 
4/11 Wed. * PACIFIC UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 3:00pm 
4/20 Fri. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. TBA 
4/21 Sat. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. TBA 
(Rainouts: Mar. 4 vs. Whitworth - no makeup date set) 
*- Northwest Conference match 
#-Northwest Conference Tournament at Yakima, Wash. 
SINGLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 Record 
Joe Gonzales 2-4 0-1 2-5 
Derek Dougherty . 0-1 1-5 1-6 
Ben Yliniemi 0-6 0-1 0-7 
Nathan Chamberlain 0-1 0-5 0-1 0-7 
Yu Shoji 0-1 0-6 0-7 
Jeremy Johnston 0-5 0-5 
TOTALS 2-5 1-6 0-7 0-7 0-7 0-5 3-37 
DOUBLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 Record 
Dougherty-Gonzales 2-5 2-5 
Ylinierni-Chamberlain 0-7 0-7 
Shoji-Johnston 0-5 0-5 
TOTALS 2-5 0-7 0-5 2-17 
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GEORGE FOX MEN'S TENNIS 
Overall: 0-7 (Home 0-3, Road 0-4) I NWC: 0-5(Home 0-2, Road 0-3) 
HIGHLIGHTS: 
Bruins Still Seeking First Win after Falling to Willamette and Evergreen 
THIS WEEK: 
Wed., Mar. 14, 3:00pm- at Pacific University, in Forest Grove, Ore. (NWC) 
LAST WEEK: 
Mar. 6- at Willamette 6, George Fox 1 
Mar. 10- Evergreen State 5, at George Fox 2 
NORTHWEST CONFERENCE STANDINGS (thru March lll 
NWC Pet. GB All Pet. 
Linfield Wildcats 6-0 1.000 6-1 .857 
Pacific Lutheran Lutes 7-1 .875 7-1 .875 
Puget Sound Loggers 5-2 .714 1.5 7-2 .778 
Whitworth Pirates 3-2 .600 2.5 3-3 .500 
Whitman Missionaries 4-3 .571 2.5 5-3 .625 
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 2-5 .286 4.5 2-5 .286 
Willamette Bearcats 1-4 .200 4.5 2-6 .333 
George Fox Bruins 0-6 .000 6 1-7 .125 
Pacific Boxers 0-6 .000 6 0-6 .000 
***For more info & stats, see the NWC website: www.nwcSQOrts.com 
WILLAMETTE HANDS BRUINS 6-I DEFEAT IN NWC TENNIS ACTION 
SALEM, Ore. ···Joe Gonzales (So., Roseburg, Ore.) captured the #1 singles match, 
but that was the only match the George Fox University Bruins could muster as they dropped a 6-1 
decision to the Willamette University Bearcats in Northwest Conference men's tennis action here 
Tuesday afternoon (Mar. 6). 
Gonzales defeated the Bearcats' Mark Sanders 6-4, 6-4, but the host team took every 
other match. In singles, it was Kelly Keogh over Derek Dougherty (Fr., Springfield, Ore.) 6-1, 
6-0 at #2; Trevor Lindsay over Ben Yliniemi (Fr., Monmouth, Ore.) 6-0, 6-0 at #3; Greg 
Ishmael over Nate Chamberlain (Fr., Dundee, Ore.) 6-2, 6-1 at #4; David Stiles over Yu Shoji 
(Fr., Tokyo, Japan) 6-0, 6-0 at #5; and Greg Reinert over Jeremy Johnston (Jr., Medford, 
Ore.) 6-0, 6-0 at #6. 
Doubles went to Sanders and Keogh over Gonzales and Dougherty 8-1 at #1; Ishmael 
and Stiles over Yliniemi and Chamberlain 8-0 at #2; and Lindsay and Kainoa Horcajo over Shoji 
and Johnston 8-0 at #3. 
The Bruins are now 0-6 on the season and 0-5 in conference play, while the Bearcats are 2-3 
overall and 1-3 in the league. 
BRUINS WIN TWO SINGLES AND ONE DOUBLES BUT FALL TO ESC 5·2 
NEWBERG, Ore. ••• After waiting an hour-and-a-half for the Evergreen State College 
men's team to show up for a scheduled 1 :00 p.m. tennis match, the George Fox University Bruins 
could not get up enough steam and dropped a 5-2 decision to the visiting Geoducks in a non-
conference contest Saturday afternoon (Mar. 10) here at the GFU campus courts. 
-more-
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The Bruins captured the #I and #2 singles matches and the #I doubles, but the Geoducks took singles #3-6 
and the doubles point with wins at #2 and #3. For George Fox, Joe Gonzales defeated Mike Butt 6-0, 6-0 at #1 
singles and Derek Dougherty downed Will Tubman 7-6, 6-0 at #2, while Gonzales and Dougherty teamed up to 
defeat Tubman and Mike Schor 8-5 at #I doubles. 
Posting singles wins for Evergreen State were Neal Ahern over Ben Yliniemi 6-0, 6-3 at #3; Schor over 
Nate Chamberlain 6-2, 6-I at #4; Chad Brandon over Yu Shoji 6-4, 6-I at #5; and Cody Montgomery over Jeremy 
Johnston 2-6, 6-2, 6-4 at #6. The 'Ducks' doubles winners were Butt and Ahern over Yliniemi and Chamberlain 8-6 
at #2 and Brandon and Jain Eyi Xu over Shoji and Johnston 8-3 at #3. 
George Fox dropped to 0-7 on the season. 
HEAD COACH RICK CRUZ (George Fox '98) is I2-23 in his 2nd full season as coach of the Bruins, having taken 
over his alma mater's men's tennis program midway through the I999 season. He also assumed coaching duties for 
the women's tennis team this year. 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY "BRUINS" 
2001 MEN'S TENNIS RESULTS 
Overall: 0-7 (Home 0-3, Road 0-4, Neutral 0-0) NWC: 0-5 (Home 0-2, Road 0-3) 
DATE/DAY OPPONENT LOCATION 
2/4 Sun. at Portland State University Portland, Ore. 
2/24 Sat. * at Linfield College McMinnville, Ore. 
2/28 Wed. * at Lewis & Clark College Portland, Ore. 
3/3 Sat. *WHITMAN COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
3/3 Sat. *PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 
3/6 Tue. * at Willamette University Salem, Ore. 
3/10 Sat. EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
3114 Wed. * at Pacific University Forest Grove, Ore. 
3/30 Fr. * at University of Puget Sound Tacoma, Wash. 
4/3 Toe. * WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 
4/5 Thor. *LINFIELD COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
4/6 Fri. * LEWIS & CLARK COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
4/11 Wed. *PACIFIC UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 
4/20 Fri. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. 
4/21 Sat. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. 
(Rainouts: Mar. 4 vs. Whitworth - no makeup date set) 
*-Northwest Conference match 
#-Northwest Conference Tournament at Yakima, Wash. 
SINGLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 Record 
Joe Gonzales 2-4 0-1 2-5 
Derek Dougherty 0-1 1-5 1-6 
Ben Yliniemi 0-6 0-1 0-7 
Nathan Chamberlain 0-1 0-5 0-1 0-7 
Yu Shoji 0-1 0-6 0-7 
Jeremy Johnston 0-5 0-5 
TOTALS 2-5 1-6 0-7 0-7 0-7 0-5 3-37 
DOUBLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 Record 
Dougherty-Gonzales 2-5 2-5 
Yliniemi-Chamberlain 0-7 0-7 
Shoji-Johnston 0-5 0-5 
TOTALS 2-5 0-7 0-5 2-17 
SCORE 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 1-6 
L 2-5 
3:00pm 
TBA 
3:00pm 
3:00pm 
3:30pm 
3:00pm 
TBA 
TBA 
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GEORGE FOX MEN'S TENNIS 
Overall: 0-5 (Home 0-2, Road 0-3) I NWC: 0-4 (Home 0-2, Road 0-2) 
HIGHLIGHTS: 
Bruins Fall to NWC Contenders in Home Opening Matches 
Whitworth Match on Sunday Postponed by Rain 
THIS WEEK: 
Tue, Mar. 6, 3:00p.m.- at Willamette University, in Salem, Ore. (NWC) 
Sat., Mar. 10, 1 :00 p.m. - Evergreen State College, in Newberg, Ore. 
LAST WEEK: 
Feb. 28- at Lewis & Clark 7, George Fox 0 
Mar. 3 -Whitman 7, George Fox 0 
Mar. 3- Pacific Lutheran 7, George Fox 0 
Mar. 4- Whitworth (postponed, rain) 
Sports News 
BRUINS GET FIRST DOUBLES WIN BUT DROP 7-0 MATCH TO LEWIS & CLARK 
PORTLAND, Ore. ---After being blanked in their first two matches of the 2001 season, 
the George Fox University Bruins finally got their first win of the new year at #1 doubles, but still 
dropped a 7-0 decision to the Lewis & Clark College Pioneers in Northwest Conference men's 
tennis action here Wednesday afternoon (Feb. 28). 
The Bruins' Joe Gonzales (So., Roseburg, Ore.) and Derek Dougherty (Fr., 
Springfield, Ore.) teamed up to defeat the Pioneers' Chris Upjohn and Tommy Brasier 8-4 at #1, 
but Lewis & Clark captured the doubles point by winning the other two matches. Jimmy Chau 
and Brendan Livingston of the Pioneers took an 8-5 match from the Bruins' Nate Chamberlain 
(Fr., Dundee, Ore.) and Ben Yliniemi (Fr., Monmouth, Ore.) 8-5, then it was Cayley Bell and 
Tim Hopp whitewashing Yu Shoji (Fr., Tokyo, Japan) and Jeremy Johnston (Jr., Medford, 
Ore.), a recent addition to the team, 8-0 at #3. 
Lewis & Clark captured all six singles, with Upjohn defeating Gonzales 7-6,6-1 at #1; 
Brasier over Dougherty 6-2, 6-3 at #2; Chau over Chamberlain 6-2, 6-1 at #3; Hopp over 
Yliniemi 7-5, 6-1 at #4; Livingston over Shoji 6-0, 6-0 at #5; and David Ely over Johnston 6-1, 6-
0 at #6. 
George Fox dropped to 0-3 on the season and 0-2 in the conference, while Lewis & Clark 
evened its overall record at 2-2 and got its first league win to go to 1-2. 
BRUINS DROP TWO MATCHES IN ONE DAY TO WHITMAN AND PLU 
NEWBERG, Ore. --- Facing teams considered to be two of the top three contenders for 
this year's Northwest Conference men's tennis crown, the George Fox University Bruins dropped a 
pair of7-0 matches to Whitman College in the morning and Pacific Lutheran University in the 
afternoon Saturday (Mar. 3) here at the GFU campus courts. 
In the morning match, singles winners for the visiting Whitman Missionaries were Trevor 
Gamble over Joe Gonzales 6-2, 6-0 at #1; Owen Bargreen over Derek Dougherty 6-2, 6-4 at #2; 
Nick Dupuis over Ben Yliniemi 6-1, 6-0 at #3; Sam Spiegel over Nate Chamberlain 6-1, 6-0 at 
#4; Ye-San Lin over Yu Shoji 6-1, 6-0 at #5; and Graham Sumioka over Jeremy Johnston, scores 
unreported, at #6. 
Winning doubles for Whitman were Tim Mullin and Dupuis over Gonzales and 
Dougherty 8-4 at #1; Gamble and Bargreen over Ylinierni and Chamberlain 8-1 at #2; and Lin 
and Spiegel over Shoji and Johnston 8-2 at #3. 
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In the afternoon, winning PLU singles went to Reid Wiggins over Joe Gonzales 6-0, 6-2 at #1; Justin 
Oschner over Derek Dougherty 6-0, 6-0 at #2; Gabriel Svad over Ben Yliniemi 6-0, 6-0 at #3; Luke Roloff over 
Nate Chamberlain 6-1, 6-2 at #4; Scott Nguy over Yu Shoji 6-0, 6-0 at #5; and Mark Watson over Jeremy Johnston 
6-1,6-0 at #6. 
In doubles, it was the Lutes' Wiggins and Oschner over Gonzales and Dougherty 8-3 at #1; Roloff and 
Watson over Yliniemi and Chamberlain 8-0 at #2; and Nguy and Svad over Shoji and Johnston 8-1 at #3. 
George Fox dropped to 0-5 overall and 0-4 against Northwest Conference competition. 
BRUINS' MATCH WITH WHITWORTH WIPED OUT BY RAIN 
NEWBERG, Ore--- A Northwest Conference men's tennis match between George Fox University and 
Whitworth College, scheduled for Sunday (Mar. 4) here at the GFU campus courts, was postponed by rain which 
fell shortly after the doubles had been completed. No make-up date has yet been announced. 
HEAD COACH RICK CRUZ (George Fox '98) is 12-21 in his 2nd full season as coach of the Bruins, having taken 
over his alma mater's men's tennis program midway through the 1999 season. He also assumed coaching duties for 
the women's tennis team this year. 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY "BRUINS" 
2001 MEN'S TENNIS RESULTS 
Overall: 0-5 (Home 0-2, Road 0-3, Neutral 0-0) NWC: 0-4 (Home 0-2, Road 0-2) 
DATE/DAY OPPONENT LOCATION SCORE 
2/4 Sun. at Portland State University Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
2/24 Sat. * at Linfield College McMinnville, Ore. L 0-7 
2/28 Wed. * at Lewis & Clark College Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
3/3 Sat. * WIUTMAN COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
3/3 Sat. * PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
3/4 Sun. * WIUTWORTH COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. ppd., rain 
3/6 Tue. * at Willamette University Salem, Ore. 3:00pm 
3/10 Sat. EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 1:00pm 
3114 Wed. * at Pacific University Forest Grove, Ore. 3:00pm 
3/30 Fr. * at University ofPuget Sound Tacoma, Wash. TBA 
4/3 Tue. * WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 3:00pm 
4/5 Thur. * LINFIELD COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 3:00pm 
4/6 Fri. * LEWIS & CLARK COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 3:30pm 
4/11 Wed. * PACIFIC UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 3:00pm 
4/20 Fri. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. TBA 
4/21 Sat. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. TBA 
* - Northwest Conference match 
#-Northwest Conference Tournament at Yakima, Wash. 
SINGLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 Record 
Joe Gonzales 0-4 0-1 0-5 
Derek Dougherty 0-1 0-4 0-5 
Ben Yliniemi 0-4 0-1 0-5 
Nathan Chamberlain 0-1 0-3 0-1 0-5 
Yu Shoji 0-1 0-4 0-5 
Jeremy Johnston 0-3 
TOTALS 0-5 0-5 0-5 0-5 0-5 0-3 0-28 
DOUBLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 Record 
Dougherty-Gonzales 1-4 1-4 
Yliniemi-Chamberlain 0-5 0-5 
Shoji-Johnston 0-3 0-3 
TOTALS 1-4 0-5 0-3 0-4 
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GEORGE FOX MEN'S TENNIS 
Overall: 0-5 (Home 0-2, Road 0-3) I NWC: 0-4 (Home 0-2, Road 0-2) 
HIGHLIGHTS: 
Bruins Fall to NWC Contenders in Home Opening Matches 
Whitworth Match on Sunday Postponed by Rain 
THIS WEEK: 
Tue, Mar. 6, 3:00p.m. -at Willamette University, in Salem, Ore. (NWC) 
Sat., Mar. 10, 1 :00 p.m. - Evergreen State College, in Newberg, Ore. 
LAST WEEK: 
Feb. 28- at Lewis & Clark 7, George Fox 0 
Mar. 3- Whitman 7, George Fox 0 
Mar. 3- Pacific Lutheran 7, George Fox 0 
Mar. 4- Whitworth (postponed, rain) 
BRUINS GET FIRST DOUBLES WIN BUT DROP 7-0 MATCH TO LEWIS & CLARK 
PORTLAND, Ore. --- After being blanked in their first two matches of the 2001 season, 
the George Fox University Bruins finally got their first win of the new year at #1 doubles, but still 
dropped a 7-0 decision to the Lewis & Clark College Pioneers in Northwest Conference men's 
tennis action here Wednesday afternoon (Feb. 28). 
The Bruins' Joe Gonzales (So., Roseburg, Ore.) and Derek Dougherty (Fr., 
Springfield, Ore.) teamed up to defeat the Pioneers' Chris Up john and Tommy Brasier 8-4 at #1, 
but Lewis & Clark captured the doubles point by winning the other two matches. Jimmy Chau 
and Brendan Livingston of the Pioneers took an 8-5 match from the Bruins' Nate Chamberlain 
(Fr., Dundee, Ore.) and Ben Yliniemi (Fr., Monmouth, Ore.) 8-5, then it was Cayley Bell and 
Tim Hopp whitewashing Yu Shoji (Fr., Tokyo, Japan) and Jeremy Johnston (Jr., Medford, 
Ore.), a recent addition to the team, 8-0 at #3. 
Lewis & Clark captured all six singles, with Up john defeating Gonzales 7-6, 6-1 at #1; 
Brasier over Dougherty 6-2, 6-3 at #2; Chau over Chamberlain 6-2, 6-1 at #3; Hopp over 
Yliniemi 7-5, 6-1 at #4; Livingston over Shoji 6-0, 6-0 at #5; and David Ely over Johnston 6-1, 6-
0 at #6. 
George Fox dropped to 0-3 on the season and 0-2 in the conference, while Lewis & Clark 
evened its overall record at 2-2 and got its first league win to go to 1-2. 
BRUINS DROP TWO MATCHES IN ONE DAY TO WHITMAN AND PLU 
NEWBERG, Ore. --- Facing teams considered to be two of the top three contenders for 
this year's Northwest Conference men's tennis crown, the George Fox University Bruins dropped a 
pair of 7-0 matches to Whitman College in the morning and Pacific Lutheran University in the 
afternoon Saturday (Mar. 3) here at the GFU campus courts. 
In the morning match, singles winners for the visiting Whitman Missionaries were Trevor 
Gamble over Joe Gonzales 6-2, 6-0 at #1; Owen Bargreen over Derek Dougherty 6-2, 6-4 at #2; 
Nick Dupuis over Ben Yliniemi 6-1, 6-0 at #3; Sam Spiegel over Nate Chamberlain 6-1, 6-0 at 
#4; Ye-San Lin over Yu Shoji 6-1, 6-0 at #5; and Graham Sumioka over Jeremy Johnston, scores 
unreported, at #6. 
Winning doubles for Whitman were Tim Mullin and Dupuis over Gonzales and 
Dougherty 8-4 at #1; Gamble and Bar green over Yliniemi and Chamberlain 8-1 at #2; and Lin 
and Spiegel over Shoji and Johnston 8-2 at #3. 
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In the afternoon, winning PLU singles went to Reid Wiggins over Joe Gonzales 6-0, 6-2 at #1; Justin 
Oschner over Derek Dougherty 6-0, 6-0 at #2; Gabriel Svad over Ben Yliniemi 6-0, 6-0 at #3; Luke Roloff over 
Nate Chamberlain 6-1, 6-2 at #4; Scott Nguy over Yu Shoji 6-0, 6-0 at #5; and Mark Watson over Jeremy Johnston 
6-1, 6-0 at #6. 
In doubles, it was the Lutes' Wiggins and Oschner over Gonzales and Dougherty 8-3 at #I; Roloff and 
Watson over Yliniemi and Chamberlain 8-0 at #2; and Nguy and Svad over Shoji and Johnston 8-1 at #3. 
George Fox dropped to 0-5 overall and 0-4 against Northwest Conference competition. 
BRUINS' MATCH WITH WHITWORTH WIPED OUT BY RAIN 
NEWBERG, Ore--- A Northwest Conference men's tennis match between George Fox University and 
Whitworth College, scheduled for Sunday (Mar. 4) here at the GFU campus courts, was postponed by rain which 
fell shortly after the doubles had been completed. No make-up date has yet been announced. 
HEAD COACH RICK CRUZ (George Fox '98) is 12-21 in his 2nd full season as coach of the Bruins, having taken 
over his alma mater's men's tennis program midway through the 1999 season. He also assumed coaching duties for 
the women's tennis team this year. 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY "BRUINS" 
2001 MEN'S TENNIS RESULTS 
Overall: 0-5 (Home 0-2, Road 0-3, Neutral 0-0) NWC: 0-4 (Home 0-2, Road 0-2) 
DATE/DAY OPPONENT LOCATION 
2/4 Sun. at Portland State University Portland, Ore. 
2/24 Sat. * at Linfield College McMinnville, Ore. 
2/28 Wed. * at Lewis & Clark College Portland, Ore. 
3/3 Sat. *WHITMAN COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
3/3 Sat. *PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 
3/4 Sun. *WHITWORTH COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
3/6 Tue. * at Willamette University Salem, Ore. 
3/10 Sat. EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
3/14 Wed. * at Pacific University Forest Grove, Ore. 
3/30 Fr. * at University of Puget Sound Tacoma, Wash. 
4/3 Tue. * WILLAMETIE UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 
4/5 Thur. * LINFIELD COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
4/6 Fri. * LEWIS & CLARK COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 
4/l1 Wed. *PACIFIC UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 
4/20 Fri. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. 
4/21 Sat. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. 
* - Northwest Conference match 
#-Northwest Conference Tournament at Yakima, Wash. 
SINGLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 Record 
Joe Gonzales 0-4 0-1 0-5 
Derek Dougherty 0-1 0-4 0-5 
Ben Yliniemi 0-4 0-1 0-5 
Nathan Chamberlain 0-1 0-3 0-1 0-5 
Yu Shoji 0-1 0-4 0-5 
Jeremy Johnston 0-3 
TOTALS 0-5 0-5 0-5 0-5 0-5 0-3 0-28 
DOUBLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 Record 
Dougherty-Gonzales 1-4 1-4 
Yliniemi-Chamberlain 0-5 0-5 
Shoji-Johnston 0-3 0-3 
TOTALS 1-4 0-5 0-3 0-4 
SCORE 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
L 0-7 
ppd., rain 
3:00pm 
1:00pm 
3:00pm 
TBA 
3:00pm 
3:00pm 
3:30pm 
3:00pm 
TBA 
TBA 
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GEORGE FOX MEN'S TENNIS 
Overall: 1-11 (Home 0-5, Road 1-6, Neutral 0-0) I NWC: 1-9 (Home 0-4, Road 1-5) 
HIGHLIGHTS: 
Bruins Drop Three Conference Matches 
Regular Season Finale on Wednesday at Home vs. Pacific 
Northwest Conference Tournament Set for Apr. 20-21 in Yakima, Wash. 
THIS WEEK: 
Wed., Apr. 11, 3:00pm- Pacific University, in Newberg, Ore. (NWC) 
LAST WEEK: 
Apr. 3 - Willamette 7, at George Fox 0 
Apr. 5 -Linfield 7, at George Fox 0 
Apr. 6 - at Lewis & Clark 7, George Fox 0 
NORTHWEST CONFERENCE STANDINGS (thru Af!..ri/8~ 
NWC Pet. GB All 
Linfield Wildcats 10-1 .909 11-6 
Pacific Lutheran Lutes 9-1 .900 .5 11-6 
Whitman Missionaries 8-2 .800 1.5 11-9 
Puget Sound Loggers 6-4 .600 3.5 9-5 
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 4-5 .444 5 6-5 
Whitworth Pirates 4-6 .400 5.5 5-8 
Willamette Bearcats 3-6 .333 6 4-6 
George Fox Bruins 1-9 .100 8.5 1-11 
Pacific Boxers 0-9 .000 9 0-11 
Pet. 
.647 
.647 
.550 
.643 
.545 
.385 
.400 
.083 
.000 
***For more info & stats, see the NWC website: www.nwcsgorts.com 
BEARCATS BLANK BRUINS 7-0 IN NWC NET ACTION 
NEWBERG, Ore. --- Hoping to get their regular season-ending four-match home stand 
off to a good start, the George Fox University Bruins instead suffered a 7-0 whitewashing by the 
Willamette University Bearcats in Northwest Conference men's tennis action Tuesday afternoon 
(Apr. 3) here at the GFU campus courts. 
Capturing singles matches for the Bearcats were Kelly Keogh over Joe Gonzales (So., 
Roseburg, Ore.) 5-7, 7-6, 6-3 at #1; Mark Sanders over Derek Dougherty (Fr., Springfield, 
Ore.) 6-0, 6-2 at #2; Trevor Lindsay over Ben Yliniemi (Fr., Monmouth, Ore.) 6-0, 6-0 at #3; 
David Stiles over Nate Chamberlain (Fr., Dundee, Ore.) 6-4, 6-4 at #4; Greg Reinert over Yu 
Shoji (Fr., Tokyo, Japan) 6-0, 6-2 at #5; and Kainoa Horcajo over Jeremy Johnston (Jr., 
Medford, Ore.) 6-0, 6-1 at #6. 
Willamette also won the doubles point by sweeping all three matches, with Keogh and 
Sanders defeating Gonzales and Dougherty 8-4 at #1; Stiles and Andrew Rodgers prevailing over 
Yliniemi and Chamberlain 8-3 at #2; and Lindsay and Horcajo blanking Shoji and Johnston 8-0 at 
#3. 
George Fox falls to 1-9 overall and 1-7 in the conference, while Willamette is now 4-6 
overall and 3-6 in the NWC. 
-more-
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LEAGUE-LEADING LINFIEW LAYS 7-0 WHITEWASHING ON BRUINS 
McMINNVILLE, Ore. ---Northwest Conference-leading Linfield College showed why it is in first place 
in the league here at the GFU campus courts Thursday afternoon (Apr. 5), as the Wildcats completed a sweep of the 
George Fox University Bruins with a 7-0 win in men's tennis. 
The Wildcats, who beat the Bruins by a similar score in the two teams' first conference meeting of the year 
back on Feb. 24 in McMinnville, lost only eight games in the day's nine matches. Linfield's Ryan Cruz, younger 
brother of George Fox coaches Rick and Rob Cruz, took the #1 singles over former Bruin teammate Joe Gonzales 
6-1, 6-2, followed by Alex Martin over Derek Dougherty 6-0, 6-0 at #2, Robert Berry over Ben Yliniemi 6-0, 6-0 
at #3, Colin Grice over Nate Chamberlain 6-0, 6-1 at #4, Justin Greene over Yu Shoji 6-0, 6-0 at #5, and Nick 
Baker over Jeremy Johnston 6-0, 6-0 at #6. 
The Wildcats captured the doubles points by winning at #1, Cruz and Martin over Gonzales and Dougherty 
8-2; at #2, Greene and Baker over Yliniemi and Chamberlain 8-1; and at #3, Berry and Grice over Shoji and 
Johnston 8-1. 
George Fox dropped to 1-10 overall and 1-8 in the conference with the setback, while Linfield improved to 
10-6 overall and 9-1 in the league. 
BRUINS SHIFT VENUES BUT STILL FALL TO LEWIS & CLARK 7-0 
PORTLAND, Ore. --- It was supposed to have been played at George Fox University, but when rain 
soaked the GFU campus courts, Friday's (Apr. 6) Northwest Conference men's tennis match between the Bruins and 
Lewis & Clark College was shifted to L&C's indoor courts, where the Pioneers dropped the Bruins 7-0. 
In singles, the Pioneers got wins from Chris Upjohn over Joe Gonzales 6-7, 7-6, (8-6 tiebreaker) at #1; 
Tommy Brasier over Derek Dougherty 6-l, 6-1 at #2; Jimmy Chau over Ben Yliniemi 6-0, 6-0 at #3; Tim Hopp 
over Nate Chamberlain 6-0,7-5 at #4; Brendan Livingston over Yu Shoji 6-2, 6-1 at #5; and Hugo Martin over 
Jeremy Johnston 6-0, 6-0 at #6. 
Lewis & Clark also took all three doubles matches, with Upjohn and Brasier defeating Gonzales and 
Dougherty 8-2 at #1; Chau and Livingston over Chamberlain and Yliniemi 8-3 at #2; and Cayley Bell and Hopp 
downing Shoji and Johnston 8-3 at #3. 
George Fox fell to 1-11 overall and 1-9 in the conference, while Lewis & Clark is 6-5 overall and 4-5 in the 
league. 
HEAD COACH RICK CRUZ (George Fox '98) is 13-27 (.325) in his 2nd full season as coach of the Bruins, having 
taken over his alma mater's men's tennis program midway through the 1999 season. He also assumed coaching 
duties for the women's tennis team this year. 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY "BRUINS" 2001 MEN'S TENNIS RESULTS 
Overall: 1-11 (Home 0-5, Road 1-6, Neutral 0-0) NWC: 1-9 (Home 0-4, Road 1-5) 
DATE/DAY OPPONENT LOCATION SCORE 
2/4 Sun. at Portland State University Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
2/24 Sat. * at Linfield College McMinnville, Ore. L 0-7 
2/28 Wed. * at Lewis & Clark College Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
3/3 Sat. * WHITMAN COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
3/3 Sat. *PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
3/6 Tue. *at Willamette University Salem, Ore. L 1-6 
3/10 Sat. EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 2-5 
3114 Wed. * at Pacific University Forest Grove, Ore. W4-3 
3/30 Fri. * at University of Puget Sound Tacoma, Wash. L 0-9 
4/3 Tue. * WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
4/5 Thor. * LINFIELD COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
4/6 Fri. =* at Lewis & Clark College Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
4/11 Wed. *PACIFIC UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 3:00pm 
4/20 Fri. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. TBA 
4/21 Sat. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. TBA 
* - Northwest Conference match 
= - originally scheduled at home, moved due to rain 
#-Northwest Conference Tournament at Yakima, Wash. 
(Rainouts: Mar. 4 vs. Whitworth -no makeup date set) 
SINGLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 Record 
Joe Gonzales 3-8 0-1 3-9 
Derek Dougherty 0-1 2-9 2-10 
Ben Yliniemi 0-11 0-1 0-12 
Nathan Chamberlain 0-1 0-10 0-1 0-12 
Yu Shoji 0-1 1-10 1-11 
Jeremy Johnston 0-10 0-10 
TOTALS 3-9 2-10 0-12 0-12 1-11 0-10 6-64 
DOUBLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 Record 
Dougherty-Gonzales 3-9 3-9 
Ylinierni-Chamberlain 1-11 1-11 
Shoji-Johnston 0-10 0-10 
TOTALS 3-9 1-11 0-10 4-30 
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GEORGE FOX MEN'S TENNIS 
Overall: 1-8 (Home 0-3, Road 1-5) I NWC: 1-6 (Home 0-2, Road 1-4) 
HIGHLIGHTS: 
Bruins Fali9-0 at Puget Sound in First Match in Two Weeks 
Final Four Regular Season Matches All at Home for Bruins 
THIS WEEK: 
Tue., Apr. 3, 3:00pm- Willamette University, in Newberg, Ore. (NWC) 
Thur., Apr. 5, 3:00pm - Linfield College, in Newberg, Ore. (NWC) 
Fri., Apr. 6, 3:30pm- Lewis & Clark College, in Newberg, Ore. (NWC) 
LAST WEEK: 
Mar. 30- at Puget Sound 9, George Fox 0 
NORTHWEST CONFERENCE STANDINGS (thru Ae.rilll 
NWC Pet. GB All Pet. 
Linfield Wildcats 8-1 .889 8-4 .667 
Pacific Lutheran Lutes 7-1 .875 .5 7-1 .875 
Whitman Missionaries 7-1 .825 .5 9-8 .529 
Puget Sound Loggers 4-3 .571 3 6-4 .600 
Whitworth Pirates 4-3 .571 3 5-5 .500 
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 3-5 .375 4.5 5-5 .500 
Willamette Bearcats 2-6 .250 5.5 3-6 .333 
George Fox Bruins 1-6 .143 6 1-8 .111 
Pacific Boxers 0-7 .000 7 0-8 .000 
***For more info & stats, see the NWC website: www.nwcsports.com 
BRUINS RETURN AFTER TWO WEEKS OFF TO FALL 7-0 TO UPS 
TACOMA, Wash.--- Returning to competition after two weeks off that included the 
school's spring break, the George Fox University Bruins could not take advantage of the long rest 
and dropped a 7-0 decision to the University ofPuget Sound in Northwest Conference men's 
tennis Friday afternoon (Mar. 30) here at the UPS courts. 
The Bruins won their only set of the match at #1 singles, where Joe Gonzales (So., 
Roseburg, Ore.) fell to the Loggers' Andy Loveless 2-6, 6-2, 6-4. Also notching singles wins for 
UPS were Paul Kelly over Derek Dougherty (Fr., Springfield, Ore.) 6-2, 6-2 at #2; Rob 
Cunningham over Ben Yliniemi (Fr., Monmouth, Ore.) 6-0, 6-0 at #3; Matt Loveseth over Nate 
Chamberlain (Fr., Dundee, Ore.) 6-0, 6-l at #4; John Greves over Yu Shoji (Fr., Tokyo, 
Japan) 6-0, 6-0 at #5; and Kyle Rohner over Jeremy Johnston (Jr., Medford, Ore.) 6-0, 6-0 at 
#6. 
Winning the doubles point while sweeping all three matches for Puget Sound were 
Loveless and Kelly over Gonzales and Dougherty 8-2 at #I; Loveseth and Greves over Yliniemi 
and Chamberlain 8-3 at #2; and Cunningham and Rohner over Shoji and Johnston 8-0 at #3. 
George Fox dropped to 1-8 overall and l-6 against conference competition, while Puget Sound 
improved to 6-4 overall and 4-3 in the league. 
HEAD COACH RICK CRUZ (George Fox '98) is 13-23 (.361) in his 2nd full season as coach of 
the Bruins, having taken over his alma mater's men's tennis program midway through the 1999 
season. He also assumed coaching duties for the women's tennis team this year. 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY "BRUINS" 
2001 MEN'S TENNIS RESULTS 
Overall: 1-8 (Home 0-3, Road 1-5, Neutral 0-0) NWC: 1-6 (Home 0-2, Road 1-4) 
DATE/DAY OPPONENT LOCATION SCORE 
2/4 Sun. at Portland State University Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
2/24 Sat. * at Linfield College McMinnville, Ore. L 0-7 
2/28 Wed. * at Lewis & Clark College Portland, Ore. L 0-7 
3/3 Sat. *WHITMAN COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
3/3 Sat. *PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. L 0-7 
3/6 Tue. * at Willamette University Salem, Ore. L 1-6 
3/10 Sat. EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. L 2-5 
3/14 Wed. * at Pacific University Forest Grove, Ore. W4-3 
3/30 Fri. *at University ofPuget Sound Tacoma, Wash. L 0-9 
4/3 Tue. * WILLAMETTE UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 3:00pm 
4/5 Thor. * LINFIELD COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 3:00pm 
4/6 Fri. *LEWIS & CLARK COLLEGE Newberg, Ore. 3:30pm 
4/11 Wed. *PACIFIC UNIVERSITY Newberg, Ore. 3:00pm 
4/20 Fri. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. TBA 
4/21 Sat. #Northwest Conference Tournament Yakima, Wash. TBA 
(Rainouts: Mar. 4 vs. Whitworth - no makeup date set) 
* - Northwest Conference match 
#-Northwest Conference Tournament at Yakima, Wash. 
SINGLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 Record 
Joe Gonzales 3-5 0-1 3-6 
Derek Dougherty 0-1 2-6 2-7 
Ben Yliniemi 0-8 0-1 0-9 
Nathan Chamberlain 0-1 0-7 0-1 0-9 
Yu Shoji 0-1 1-7 1-8 
Jeremy Johnston 0-7 0-7 
TOTALS 3-6 2-7 0-9 0-9 1-8 0-7 6-46 
DOUBLES RECORDS #1 #2 #3 Record 
Dougherty-Gonzales 3-6 3-6 
Yliniemi-Chamberlain 1-8 1-8 
Shoji-Johnston 0-7 0-7 
TOTALS 3-6 1-8 0-7 4-21 
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BRUINS WIN TWO SINGLES AND ONE DOUBLES BUT FALL TO ESC 5-2 
NEWBERG, Ore. ---After waiting an hour-and-a-half for the Evergreen State College men's team to show 
up for a scheduled 1 :00 p.m. tennis match, the George Fox University Bruins could not get up enough steam and 
dropped a 5-2 decision to the visiting Geoducks in a non-conference contest Saturday afternoon (Mar. 1 0) here at the 
GFU campus courts. 
The Bruins captured the #I and #2 singles matches and the #I doubles, but the Geoducks took singles #3-6 
and the doubles point with wins at #2 and #3. For George Fox, Joe Gonzales defeated Mike Butt 6-0, 6-0 at #1 
singles and Derek Dougherty downed Will Tubman 7-6, 6-0 at #2, while Gonzales and Dougherty teamed up to 
defeat Tubman and Mike Schor 8-5 at #I doubles. 
Posting singles wins for Evergreen State were Neal Ahern over Ben Yliniemi 6-0, 6-3 at #3; Schor over 
Nate Chamberlain 6-2, 6-1 at #4; Chad Brandon over Yu Shoji 6-4, 6-1 at #5; and Cody Montgomery over Jeremy 
Johnston 2-6, 6-2, 6-4 at #6. The 'Ducks' doubles winners were Butt and Ahern over Yliniemi and Chamberlain 8-6 
at #2 and Brandon and Jain Eyi Xu over Shoji and Johnston 8-3 at #3. 
George Fox dropped to 0-7 on the season, and will play again Wednesday (Mar. 14) at Pacific University at 
3:00p.m. 
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SPORTS PRESS RELEASE --- MEN'S TENNIS 
Tuesday, March 6, 2001 --- For Immediate Release 
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WILLAMETTE HANDS BRUINS 6-1 DEFEAT IN NWC TENNIS ACTION 
SALEM, Ore. ---Joe Gonzales captured the #1 singles match, but that was the only match the George Fox 
University Bruins could muster as they dropped a 6-1 decision to the Willamette University Bearcats in Northwest 
Conference men's tennis action here Tuesday afternoon (Mar. 6). 
Gonzales defeated the Bearcats' Mark Sanders 6-4, 6-4, but the host team took every other match. In 
singles, it was Kelly Keogh over Derek Dougherty 6-1, 6-0 at #2; Trevor Lindsay over Ben Yliniemi6-0, 6-0 at #3; 
Greg Ishmael over Nate Chamberlain 6-2, 6-1 at #4; David Stiles over Yu Shoji 6-0, 6-0 at #5; and Greg Reinert 
over Jeremy Johnston 6-0, 6-0 at #6. 
Doubles went to Sanders and Keogh over Gonzales and Dougherty 8-1 at #1; Ishmael and Stiles over 
Ylinierni and Chamberlain 8-0 at #2; and Lindsay and Kainoa Horcajo over Shoji and Johnston 8-0 at #3. 
The Bruins are now 0-6 on the season and 0-5 in conference play, while the Bearcats are 2-3 overall and 1-
3 in the league. George Fox hosts Evergreen State College Saturday (Mar. 1 0) at I :00 p.m., while Willamette visits 
Whitman College Saturday at 3:00p.m. 
Willamette (2-3, 1-3) 6, George Fox (0-6, 0-5) 1 
Singles -- Joe Gonzales (GFU) def. Mark Sanders (WU) 6-4, 6-4; Kelly Keogh (WU) def. Derek 
Dougherty (GFU) 6-1, 6-0; Trevor Lindsay (WU) def. Ben Yliniemi (GFU) 6-0, 6-0; Greg Ishmael (WU) def. Nate 
Chamberlain (GFU) 6-2, 6-1; David Stiles (WU) def. Yu Shoji (GFU) 6-0, 6-0; Greg Reinert (WU) def. Jeremy 
Johnston (GFU) 6-0, 6-0. 
Doubles --Sanders-Keogh (WU) def. Gonzales-Dougherty (GFU) 8-1; Ishmaei-Stiles (WU) def. 
Chamberlain-Yliniemi (GFU) 8-0; Lindsay-Kainoa Horcajo (WU) de f. Shoji-Johnston (GFU) 8-0. 
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BRUINS DROP TWO MATCHES IN ONE DAY TO WHITMAN AND PLU 
NEWBERG, Ore. --- Facing teams considered to be two of the top three contenders for this year's 
Northwest Conference men's tennis crown, the George Fox University Bruins dropped a pair of7-0 matches to 
Whitman College in the morning and Pacific Lutheran University in the afternoon Saturday (Mar. 3) here at the 
GFU campus courts. 
In the morning match, singles winners for the visiting Whitman Missionaries were Trevor Gamble over Joe 
Gonzales 6-2, 6-0 at #1; Owen Bargreen over Derek Dougherty 6-2, 6-4 at #2; Nick Dupuis over Ben Yliniemi 6-1, 
6-0 at #3; Sam Spiegel over Nate Chamberlain 6-1, 6-0 at #4; Ye-San Lin over Yu Shoji 6-1, 6-0 at #5; and 
Graham Sumioka over Jeremy Johnston, scores unreported, at #6. 
Winning doubles for Whitman were Tim Mullin and Dupuis over Gonzales and Dougherty 8-4 at #1; 
Gamble and Bargreen over Yliniemi and Chamberlain 8-1 at #2; and Lin and Spiegel over Shoji and Johnston 8-2 at 
#3. 
In the afternoon, winning PLU singles went to Reid Wiggins over Joe Gonzales 6-0, 6-2 at #1; Justin 
Oschner over Derek Dougherty 6-0, 6-0 at #2; Gabriel Svad over Ben Yliniemi 6-0, 6-0 at #3; Luke Roloff over 
Nate Chamberlain 6-1, 6-2 at #4; Scott Nguy over Yu Shoji 6-0,6-0 at #5; and Mark Watson over Jeremy Johnston 
6-1,6-0 at #6. 
In doubles, it was the Lutes' Wiggins and Oschner over Gonzales and Dougherty 8-3 at #1; Roloff and 
Watson over Yliniemi and Chamberlain 8-0 at #2; and Nguy and Svad over Shoji and Johnston 8-1 at #3. 
George Fox dropped to 0-5 overall and 0-4 against Northwest Conference competition. The Bruins host 
Whitworth College Sunday (Mar. 4) at 12:00 p.m. 
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BRUINS GET FIRST DOUBLES WIN BUT DROP 7-0 MATCH TO LEWIS & CLARK 
PORTLAND, Ore. --- After being blanked in their first two matches of the 2001 season, the George Fox 
University Bruins finally got their first win of the new year at #1 doubles, but still dropped a 7-0 decision to the 
Lewis & Clark College Pioneers in Northwest Conference men's tennis action here Wednesday afternoon (Feb. 28). 
The Bruins' Joe Gonzales and Derek Dougherty teamed up to defeat the Pioneers' Chris Upjohn and 
Tommy Brasier 8-4 at #1, but Lewis & Clark captured the doubles point by winning the other two matches. Jimmy 
Chau and Brendan Livingston of the Pioneers took an 8-5 match from the Bruins' Nate Chamberlain and Ben 
Yliniemi 8-5, then it was Cayley Bell and Tim Hopp whitewashing Yu Shoji and Jeremy Johnston, a recent addition 
to the team, 8-0 at #3. 
Lewis & Clark captured all six singles, with Upjohn defeating Gonzales 7-6, 6-1 at #1; Brasier over 
Dougherty 6-2, 6-3 at #2; Chau over Chamberlain 6-2, 6-1 at #3; Hopp over Yliniemi 7-5, 6-1 at #4; Livingston 
over Shoji 6-0, 6-0 at #5; and David Ely over Johnston 6-1, 6-0 at #6. 
George Fox dropped to 0-3 on the season and 0-2 in the conference, while Lewis & Clark evened its overall 
record at 2-2 and got its first league win to go to 1-2. The Bruins play their first home matches of the season this 
weekend, hosting Whitworth College on Friday (Mar. 2) and Whitman College on Saturday (Mar. 3). 
Lewis & Clark (2-2, 1-2) 7, George Fox (0-3, 0-2) 0 
Singles -- Chris Up john (L&C) def. Joe Gonzales (GFU) 7-6, 6-1; Tommy Brasier (L&C) de f. Derek 
Dougherty (GFU) 6-2, 6-3; Jimmy Chau (L&C) def. Nate Chamberlain (GFU) 6-2, 6-1; Tim Hopp (L&C) def. Ben 
Yliniemi (GFU) 7-5, 6-1; Brendan Livingston (L&C) def. Yu Shoji (GFU) 6-0, 6-0; David Ely (L&C) def. Jeremy 
Johnston (GFU) 6-1, 6-0. 
Doubles-- Upjohn-Brasier (L&C) def. Gonzales-Dougherty (GFU) 8-4; Chau-Livingston (L&C) def. 
Chamberlain-Yliniemi (GFU) 8-5; Cayley Bell-Hopp (L&C) def. Shoji-Johnston (GFU) 8-0. 
